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YOU
GO,
SHE’S A CHRONIC OVERSHARER, COURTS
CONTROVERSY AND IS A SELF-CONFESSED
HERMIT. TIFFANY BAKKER DISCOVERS THAT
LENA DUNHAM IS HER KIND OF GAL

ast year, Lena Dunham – the creator,
writer and star of the HBO hit, Girls
– was travelling through India with
her mum, well-known New York
photographer Laurie Simmons, when she
noticed people on the street staring at her.
“People kept asking to take pictures with
me, and my mother was like, ‘I didn’t know
the show was on in India! Oh, my god!
This is amazing’,” squeals Dunham gleefully.
“I was thinking, ‘Wow, I must be famous in
India! I had no idea!’”
Dunham, however, soon discovered
the interest from curious locals had nothing
to do with her wildly popular television
show, but more do with her sartorial choices.
“I found out it was because I was blonde with
tattoos. And because I was dressed really
inappropriately – I think I had on a cropped
T-shirt and shorts,” Dunham says, cringing.
“That’s when I learned that I was not famous
in India, but that I was just making a
spectacle of myself.”
Depending on your point of view,
Dunham’s penchant for making a spectacle
of herself – either through her oversharing
on-screen protagonist Hannah Horvath, or
via her recent memoir, the brilliant Not That
Kind of Girl – is the stuff of genius or the stuff
of typical millennial self-obsession.
But in person, Dunman couldn’t be
warmer or more engaging (“I love your hair!”
she enthuses early on in our conversation).
She’s witty, interested as well as interesting
and – shockingly – doesn’t speak in PRapproved soundbites. Wearing a silk printed
dress designed by her close pal and childhood
babysitter, Zac Posen, her hair dyed back to
a darker brown after a few months spent as a
platinum blonde (“It’s too hard to maintain…
you start to look like a mom on meth”),
Dunham seems like a woman at ease in
her own skin.
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“She’s more confident. Not that Lena
ever shows that she’s not handling a situation
perfectly, but she’s human,” says close friend
(and Girls co-star) Jemima Kirke. “At the
beginning [of Girls] there was turmoil and
insecurity. Now she’s like, ‘F*ck it – that’s
what I’m doing, that’s my decision and I’m
going to do it.’”
Indeed, at just 28, Dunham’s résumé is
scarily impressive; she started making short
films while studying for a creative writing
degree at college in Ohio. (The sort of place,
Dunham says, where “the students demanded
gender-neutral bathrooms and had protests
to ban Coca-Cola from campus”.)
Post-graduation, she returned to New
York to live with her family (mum Simmons,

Twitter,” she smiles. “I believe that’s a direct
quote from my boyfriend.”
Still, one thing she can’t abide is the overt
double standard women in the entertainment
industry are often subjected to. She points
to the uproar that greeted news of her
multimillion-dollar book deal for Not That
Kind of Girl as evidence.
“Because I grew up in such a femalecentric world – my dad’s a feminist – it took
me a minute to adjust to how often misogyny
exists in plain sight and nobody points it out,”
she states, pointedly. “It makes me feel crazy
sometimes; when nobody would shut up about
how much money I was making for my book,
I felt like saying, ‘You guys do understand that
there are tons of men getting paid way more

“MISOGYNY EXISTS IN PLAIN SIGHT AND NOBODY
POINTS IT OUT. IT MAKES ME FEEL CRAZY”
dad Carroll Dunham, a painter, and
younger sister, Grace). Adrift and not sure
where she was headed professionally,
Dunham made her semi-autobiographical
feature, the proto-Girls, Tiny Furniture, on
a minuscule budget (“money I begged,
borrowed and stole”).
The film came to the attention of HBO
executives, who quickly signed her up
to do Girls, from the seed of an idea she’d
had. The show, with its depiction of four
twentysomething women living in New York,
navigating friendship, love, occasionally
awkward sex and often disappointing career
choices, is now in its fourth season.
Dunham’s rapid rise has meant that she’s
had to deal with a hefty amount of criticism.
Kirke says she remains shocked by the
vitriol that is so often directed Dunham’s
way. “When people talk a lot of sh*t about
Lena, it does make me very angry and, as
a friend, I do get very defensive,” she says,
adding that she started a Twitter account
to answer some of Dunham’s detractors.
(Dunham’s response? “Don’t say anything;
just let it die.”)
“It doesn’t surprise me when
men get riled up, but when it’s
women, I really get bothered. I’m
like, ‘Who are you? What the f*ck
is wrong with you?’”
For her part, Dunham reckons
she’s become more adept at handling
the haters. “I’ve realised that as long
as I keep making this work, it’s going
to keep happening, so I can’t act
like my house is being bombed every
time somebody gets angry at me on

than me every day and nobody is asking
whether they deserve it, right?’
“Of course celebrities are overpaid and
teachers are underpaid, but this is not what
it feels like to be a straight, white man in this
industry – it might be what it feels like to be
a black man in this industry, it might be what
it feels like to be a gay man in this industry,
but it is not what it feels like to be a straight,
white man.”
Dunham, who once described herself as
“not particularly political”, felt with her rising
fame, she had a responsibility to speak out on
subjects that mattered to her – whether that

GIRL DONE GOOD Lena
Dunham and boyfriend
Jack Antonoff at last
month’s Golden Globes;
the outspoken actor
with the cast of Girls.

be supporting Barack Obama at the last US
election, speaking at Planned Parenthood
rallies across the country, or encouraging
young women to embrace feminism and
get politically involved.
Feminism, she says, “imbues” Girls.
“Even when we’re not directly taking aim
at feminist issues, I like to think that just
depicting women in this way is hopefully
an inherently feminist act. The personal
is political and, at the end of the day,
representing women as they really are is
how we push the conversation forward.”
Even as her profile grows, Dunham says
her “propensity to be a hermit” has, too.
Aside from attending promotional events
for Girls, she reckons she rarely leaves
the Brooklyn home she shares with her
boyfriend, musician Jack Antonoff (of the
bands Fun and Bleachers), and their dog,
Lamby (who, naturally, has Twitter and
Instagram accounts). “I’m just like I was as
a teenager – not exactly social. I barely leave
my house. Luckily, I have a boyfriend and
a dog who are just as neurotic.”
The couple, who’ve been together for more
than two years, have recently been the subject
of engagement rumours, after Dunham was
photographed wearing a ring on that finger.
“I’m not engaged!” she laughs, her eyes
widening. “I was wearing a friendship ring
from [Girls executive producer] Jenni Konner.”
Dunham and Antonoff have their reasons
for not making their union legal. “I love my
boyfriend and I hope to spend the rest of my
life with him, but we don’t want to get married
until it’s legal for everyone who’s gay,” she
says. “My sister is gay, and a lot of our friends
are gay, and so we don’t want to jump the line
on any of them. It doesn’t feel right to us.”
For now, the prolific Dunham has started
work on season five of Girls and, if that isn’t
enough, she and Konner have also founded
a production company, A Casual Romance
Productions. An upcoming project of theirs
is a documentary on Bindle & Keep, a
burgeoning bespoke tailor in Brooklyn that
has developed a large LGBTQ clientele.
What she won’t be doing is following in
the footsteps of current BFF Taylor Swift
and heading into the recording studio. “My
boyfriend produced a song on Taylor’s latest
album, and he got me to yell, ‘Yeah!’ on it,”
she smiles, excitedly. “So, now people ask me
about it, and I go, ‘Yeah, I’m on the Taylor
Swift album,’ but I’m not really… I’m just
telling everyone that I am. I asked Jack if
I could do more singing, but he was like,
‘Um, no, you should probably stop singing
now.’ And I thought I was so good, too!”
Follow TIFFANY oN TwITTer @TIFFANYBAKKER
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